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APPROXIMATION OF COMMON FIXED POINTS OF A FINITE FAMILY OF 
DEMICONTRACTIVE MAPPINGS BY AN IMPLICIT ITERATION METHOD. 
  





 We prove that the Implicit Iteration process of Xu and Ori (2001) converges strongly to the commonfixed 
pointsof a finite family of  demicontractive mappings in real Hilbertand Banachspaces. Our results extend the 
results of Osilike (2004a) from strictly pseudocontractive maps to the much more general   demicontractive 
maps;complement and generalize several others in the literature. 
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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
 
Let   be a real Banach space. Let  J  denote the normalized duality mapping from   into 2 *  given by
   222* ;,: fxxfxfxJ  ,where E  denotes the dual space of E  and ,  denotes the generalized 
duality pairing. If 
E  is strictly convex, then J is single-valued. In the sequel, we shall denote single-valued duality 
mapping by j . 
 Let K  be a nonempty subset of E . A mapping       is said to be demicontractive (see, for 
example,Hicks and Kubicek, (1979).) if  F(T)=   xTxKx :  and for all Kx  and )(TFp , there exists 
 pxJpxj  )(  and a constant 0  such that 
   〈           〉   ‖    ‖      (1) 
In Hilbert spaces equation(1) is equivalent to: 
    
222 21 TxxpxpTx  
(2)                          
 
and we may assume that 021  k . 
Furthermore, T  is L -Lipschitzian if there exists a constant 0L  such that yxLTyTx   for all 
Kyx , . 
The class of demicontractive maps was first introduced in Hilbert space by Hicks and Kubicek (1979). 
Maruster (1977) also considered this class of mappings using equation  1  which he referred to as condition  A . 
A mapping KKT : is called strictlypseudocontractive in the terminology of Browder and Petryshyn 
(1967) if for all Kyx ,  and    yxJyxj  there exists 0  such that
   
22
, TyTxyxyxyxjTyTx   . A strictly pseudocontraction with a nonempty fixed point set 
 TF  is demicontractive. An example of a demicontractive map which is not strictly pseudocontractive is given by 
Hicks and Kubicek (1979). 
A mapping KKT : is said to be  demicontractive (Isiogugu, 2005) if   TF  and there exists a 
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This class of maps was first studied in arbitrary real Banach space by Isiogugu (2005). 
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  + ||x-Tx|
|2 
 -  
2ϕ(||x- Tx||.    (4) 
Hence it follows that in a  real Hilbert space, equation (3) is equivalent to equation (4). Every demicontractive map is
 demicontractive withϕ: [o,∞) →  [o,∞)given by  
2tt  
. The following example (Isiogugu, 2005) shows that the 
class of demicontrative maps is a proper subclass of  demicontractive maps: 






















































    (5) 
for all     .0, TFpandx   













































For    ,00  TFp we have 





















pxTxx     (7) 
and  TFp . 
It follows that  TxxpxTxx  , where     ,0,0:   is  








 . Clearly,   is continuous, strictly increasing and   00  .Hence T  is  -








































Since every demicontractive mapping   TDT :   satisfies 
||    ||   ||   ||               and for some 0L ( see for example Chidume and Nnoli, 2002; 
Hicks and Kubicek, 1979; Maruster,1977; Osilike and Udomene, 2001 ), it follows that T  is not demicontractive. 
Isiogugu (2005),  proved the convergence of the Mann (1953) iteration scheme  to the fixed points of 
demicontractive maps. Specifically, the author proved the following theorem: 
 
Theorem 1.1 (Isiogugu (2005)) Let E  be a real Banach space and let K  be a nonempty closed convex subset of E
. Let KKT : be Lipschitz  demicontractive map with Lipschitzconstant L . Let }{ n  be a real sequence 
satisfying the conditions: 














Let }{ n  be the sequence generated from an arbitrary Kx 1  by 





















 nx which 
converges strongly top. 
 




be a finite family of nonexpansiveself maps of K .Xu and Ori 
(2001), introducedthe implicit iteration process.For x1ϵK and {αn} in (0,1),the sequence   

1nn
x is generated as 
follows: 
    111011 1 xTxx    
    222122 1 xTxx    
  
    NNNNNN xTxx    11  
  11111 1   NNNNNN xTxx   
The scheme is expressed in a compact form as  
  1,11   nxTxx nnnnnn      (8) 
where Nnn TT mod . Using this iterative process they proved weak convergence theorem for approximation of 
common fixed points of finite family of nonexpansive maps in Hilbert spaces (i.e. a subclass of asymptotically 




 The iterative scheme (8) has been studied by many authors (see for example Xu and Ori,  (2001); Sun, 2003; 
Osilike, 2004a, 2004b;  Su and Li, 2006; Zang and Yao, 2006). Using the iteration process (8), Osilike(2004a) proved 
the following: 
Theorem 1.2 (Osilike, 2004a).
Let H  be a real Hilbert space and let K  be a nonempty closed convex subset of H









  .  Let Kxo   and let 




 . Then the sequence  
1nn
x  defined by
   1,11   nxTxx nnnnnn   





.   
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Lemma 1.1 (Osilike, 2004a) 
Let E  be a real Banach space and let K  be a nonempty closed convex subset of E . Let  
1ii
T  be N  strictly 







   and let  
1nn
  be a real sequence satisfying the 
conditions: 














Let x1ϵK and let  

1nn
x   be defined by  
  1,11   nxTxx nnnnnn   






lim exists for all Fp  

















Theorem 1.3 (Osilike, 2004a) 
 Let E  be a real Banach space and let K  be a nonempty closed convex subset of E . Let  
1ii
T  be N  strictly 







   and let  
1nn
  be a real sequence satisfying the 
conditions: 












Let 0x  and let  

1nn
x   be defined by   1,11   nxTxx nnnnnn   





  if and only 







The above results were established for strictly pseudocontractive maps in  realBanach spaces using the implicit 
iteration scheme (8)of Xu and Ori. It is our purpose in this paper to extend these results from strictly pseudocontractive 
maps to the much more general 
ctivedemicontra
maps in real Hilbert and arbitrary real Banach spaces. Besides 
our results complement the results of Isiogugu(2005),extend and generalize several others in the literature (see for 
exampleXu and Ori,  (2001, Su and Li, 2006; Zang and Yao, 2006). 
In the sequel we need the following:
 
 
Lemma 1.2 (Osilike et al, 2002).Let   nn ba ,  and  n be sequences of nonnegative real numbers satisfying the 
inequality   1,11  nbaa nnnn  . If 

1n









lim  exists. If in addition 
 
1nn




a  . 
 
Main Results 











































. Let     and let  

1nn
x  be 
defined by 
  1,11   nxTxx nnnnnn      (9)  


















 if there is a 
 subsequence  
1j
n j
x of  
1nn




We  shall use the following well-known result of Reinermann (1969),(see also Ishikawa (1974):  
     
2222
111 yxttytxtyttx         (10) 
which holds for all  Hyx , and  1,0t . Let  TFp , then using (9)and (10) we obtain  
   21
2
1 pxTxpx nnnnnn     
    
2











+(1- αn){ ||xn –p||
2
 +|| xn –Tnxn ||
2
 –ϕ(|| xn- Tnxn||)} 
 - αn(1- αn)|| xn-1 - Tnxn||
2. 
       nnnnnnnnnnnn xTxxTxpxpxpx    2122212 1  
   
2
11 nnnnn xTx    




1 11 nnnnnnnnn xTxpxpx     
        2111 nnnnnnnnn xTxxTx    




1 111 nnnnnnnnnn xTxpxpx     
   nnnn xTx  1  . 
Hence, 




11 nnnnnnnnnn xTxpxpxpx       nnnn xTx  1  




111 nnnnnnnnn xTxpxpx     
       nnnn xTx  1  
  
 





























1 pxn   .  (11) 




lim   exists, and this completes the proof of (i) 
Since  ,1 nMpxn   for some  ,0M we obtain from (11) that, 
∑ (    )  ||  
 
     -      ||) ∑  ||    
 
   -p||
2
 -||xj – p||
2 
] || xN – p||
2
<  
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Thus completing the proof of (ii). 
Since   
1nn
x  has a subsequence  
1j
n j









. Thus completing the proof 
of Theorem 2.1.  
 
Remark:A mapping T with domain  TD and range  TR  is said to be demiclosed at a point (see for exampleOsilike 
and Udomene, 2001) if whenever  nx is a sequencein  TD such that  nx converges weakly to  TDx  and 
 nTx converges strongly to p , then pTx  .If in Theorem 2.1, the iteration parameter  

1nn
 satisfies  
10  n , then     11 n  (    
22





xTx . An immediate consequence of this is that if (I – T) is demiclosed at zero, then nx  converges 








 be N  -




  and the sequence  
1nn
  satisfies the conditions: 
















Let x1ϵKand  let 

1nn
x  be defined by    nnnnnn xTxx    11  , 1n   





lim exists for all Fp  


























x  which converges strongly to p . 
PROOF 
 
It is well known (see for example Chang ,1997 ) that the inequality  
 yxjyxyx  ,2
22
          (12) 
holds for all Eyx , ,  and     yxJyxj  .  
Let  TFp , using (9), (12) and (3) respectively, we obtain: 
   21
2
1 pxTxpx nnnnnn     
  )(),)(1(2||)(||
2
1 pxjpxTpx nnnnnn      
      =     pxjpxTpx nnnnnn ,12
2
1
2   
 =       pxjpxpxjxxTpx nnnnnnnnn  ,,12
2
1
2   
      
22
1
2 12,12 pxpxjxxTpx nnnnnnnnn     
      
22
1
2 12,12 pxpxjxTxpx nnnnnnnnn     
 















      221
2 1212 pxxTxpx nnnnnnnn      (13) 




  then there exists a positive integer 1N such that   
   .1,0,,1 12
1     Nnallforn Thus   1,121 Nnallfornn   .  




 , so that there exists 2N such that
  .01,121 2Nnandallforn   Set  21 ,max1 NNNandD   . 































































































































Nn   
       NnxTx
D
























lim exists.This completes the proof of (i) . 
Also, from equation(14) it follows that 
   pxpx nnn  12
1
1    pxnn  11  . 




 exists, and 
this completes the proof of (ii). 




px  is bounded.Let  1,1  nMpxn   so that,    




nnnnnnj    




1 pxpxpx nnnn     














 ,  





nnnn xTx . 









xTx  , and this completes the proof of (iii).Again as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (iii), since 
 
1nn
x  has a subsequence  
1j
n j









.   
This completes the proof  of Theorem 2.2□  
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